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When I first arrived in Vancouver at the beginning of 2008, I was quickly introduced to colourschool--a 
freethinking, alternative 'school' founded by local artist Kristina Lee Podesva to facilitate the speculative study 
of five colours: white, black, red, yellow and brown. Since 2006, this project has operated somewhat 
parasitically within traditional learning institutions: to date, the University of British Columbia and Emily Carr 
University of Art Design have each hosted a year-long instalment. When occupying an institution, 
colourschool constitutes a subversive gesture, creating a free space for learning that simultaneously rejects the 
institution's structural hierarchies, professionalization and lacklustre pedagogy while taking advantage of its 
resources, especially space.

As its overall premise, colourschool takes an interest in colours as cultural codes rather than as formal 
elements. Colour plays an integral part in how our society functions and behaves. Certain colours are 
associated with particular meanings and behaviours: e.g. white is pure; red is passionate; black is the colour of 
mourning; yellow is bright and, therefore, welcoming. Of course, all of these associations are my own--ones 
made by a white male raised in the Western World--but if I had asked what associations come to mind for the 
same colours to a person living elsewhere, I am certain they would be different.

Obviously, one of the confounding characteristics of colour is that it is open to interpretation, just like art. 
Typically, the world is divided into hierarchies and separated by multiple binaries of unequal opposites: Self 
opposes Other, Mind opposes Body, Male opposes Female and so forth. (1) Podesva acknowledges these 
mythologies and attempts to dissolve them through colourschool's project of institutional critique, whereby 
colour provides a framework for the exploration of notions of contingency, collaboration and process. Through 
colourschool's ongoing series of events--which has included screenings, talks, listening labs, reading groups 
and performances--Podesva seems to be getting at what Lisa Robertson asserts in How to Colour (2002): 
"Colour marks exchange. It is Border-work. Mixture is our calling." As an open and free school that parallels 
the institutions of art and the academy, colourschool thus proposes to critique both, while simultaneously 
recognizing the value they retain by being open to critique.

Interested in the possibilities of post-studio projects, participatory practices and economic exchange, Podesva 
founded colourschool in the fall of 2006 as an MFA student at UBC. She transformed her studio space at the 
university into a school, filling it with books, a painted chalkboard floor, comfortable lounge seating and a 
kitchenette. The resulting environment she created for the informal interactions, beginning with a "tea-off" on 
November 1st, contrasted not only with the experience of the classroom but also of the studio, and, by 
extension, the gallery. Straddling these realms, the space offered a sanctuary for fellow students, artists and 
others for the discussion of ideas about art and other subjects, freely and for free. Unlike traditional schools, or 
even cafes, colourschool charges no fees. Everyone is invited to participate in its projects, but no one is 
required to do so.

In addition, colourschool does not enforce any prescriptive curriculum. Rather, it features an organic, dialogical 
and collaborative approach to learning, one influenced by the precedents of Black Mountain College 
(1933-1957) and Joseph Beuys' Free International University for Creativity and Interdisciplinary Research 
(circa 1974, when Beuys presented scores of educational lectures as performances, documented in a series of 
photographs and blackboard drawings (2)). At colourschool, a series of regular events take place, attracting a 



variety of participants--including myself. My first encounter with Podesva and her colourschool project was 
when I arrived in Vancouver from the United Kingdom for a curatorial residency at The Western Front. At the 
Emily Carr colourschool site, I met students, artists, curators, writers and designers; a chalkboard wall featured 
a growing list of participants' names that became an unofficial roster.

   Midday Brown Bag Lunch events were something
   I attended regularly. During these sessions,
   which included a variety of discussions
   centred on the work of Joseph Beuys, participants
   could talk to one another in a relaxed setting
   without feeling scrutinized, as they might
   in a classroom or museum event. Similarly, in
   place of artist talks, colourschool hosted a series
   of interviews with artists conducted by
   Vancouver-based Swedish artist and critic Johan
   Lundh, whose practice takes the "art of
   conversation" as its starting point. As part of
   his Conversations on Contemporary Art project,
   started in 2005, Lundh has conducted over 30
   interviews with people active in contemporary
   art and culture, including Germaine Koh, Instant
   Coffee, Paul de Guzman, Koki Tanaka,
   Nathalie Melikian and Kajsa Dahlberg.

One of the benefits of colourschool is that it enables local discourse to expand beyond institutional boundaries; 
an engagement with current and global ideas on contemporary art also plays a significant role. The school's 
library holds hundreds of books, exhibition catalogues, videos, publications and other materials from Podesva's 
personal collection, as well as donations made by artists, galleries and colourschool participants. After being 
catalogued and re-covered first by the school's founder, all of these items are free to borrow. Podesva forms 
reading groups around some of the books in the library's collection. For example, Gilles Deleuze and Felix 
Guattari's A Thousand Plateaus (1980) is the centrepiece of the reading group "How Do You Make Yourself a 
Body without Colours?" hosted by Vytas Narusevicius. For each monthly session, group members take turns 
reading aloud and then discussing a particular passage. Similarly, the White Reading Group takes as its set text 
Richard Dyer's White: Essays on Race and Culture (1997), which traces representations of whiteness in 
Western visual culture through photography, fine art, cinema, television and advertising, and meets monthly 
with Eryne Donahue to discuss it.

Since the late 90s, participatory and collaborative art has grown in currency in Europe and North America. 
Nicolas Bourriaud, author of Relational Aesthetics (2002), and Claire Bishop, author of Participation (2006), 
are the writers most associated with this trend, (3) however, I am hesitant to cite the former. Although 
Bourriaud's writings contributed significantly to the understanding of what is currently referred to as 
participatory art, they are now outdated: participatory art requires a new theoretical framework. One problem 
we encounter when discussing this genre is that there are a number of tendencies that exist within it; relational 
aesthetics, new-genre public art, connective aesthetics and dialogical art (focusing on the relationship between 
the work and the public) constitute just a sampling of the terms that are now in circulation. (4) Two major 
exhibitions that opened this fall are dedicated to the topic, The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art's large 
retrospective exhibition titled The Art of Participation: 1950 to Now--features work from the late 50s as well as 
contemporary work by artists such as Jochen Gerz and Rafael Lozano-Hemmer. The exhibition is notable for 
recognizing the extensive history participatory art shares with artists such as Joseph Beuys, and for giving 
context to the collaborative role the public has taken in the artmaking process over six decades. As well, the 
Guggenheim New York's the any space whatever emphasizes the artist's role in creating a mise en scene for 
participation by featuring an exhibition collaboratively designed by the show's participants, a group of the 



tendency's leading practitioners, including Rirkrit Tiravanija and Liam Gillick.

Where colourschool finds its place in this field of practices is by being both participatory and collaborative, and 
operating between artistic and curatorial activities: Podesva's project crosses boundaries between artist and 
viewer, allowing all participants to be involved in the process. Her colourschool is just one of several projects 
around the world to offer alternative pedagogies, however, the majority have been based in Europe. Danish 
artists Henriette Heise and Jakob Jakobsen founded the Copenhagen Free University in their apartment in 
2001. Though it ceased operations in 2007, the university was dedicated to "the production and exchange of 
critical consciousness and poetic language" and its students worked with "forms of knowledge that are fleeting, 
fluid, schizophrenic, uncompromising, subjective, uneconomic a-capitalist, produced in the kitchen, produced 
when asleep or that have arisen on a social excursion--collectively." (5) Centred around a local television 
station called TV-TV, a decentralized network of producers developing content for the Internet, the CFU was 
committed to collectivism and distributed learning. By offering its educational activities over the Internet and in 
a residential space, it challenged the division between public and private realms.

[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED]

   Other examples include Momentary Academy,
   a  temporary school realized at the
   Yerba Buena Centre for Arts during the Bay
   Area Now 4 festival in 2005; Playshop, an
   open-access laboratory for the free flow of
   ideas, also at the Yerba Buena Centre for the
   Arts (2004); the itinerant projects' School of
   Panamerican Unrest (2006-2007) and the
   United Nations Plaza, the latter which presented
   a 12-month series of seminars in Berlin
   (2006-2007) and is now nearing the end
   of a year-long tenure at the New Museum in
   New York. All of these alternative academies
   challenge institutions by operating as institutions
   themselves. As their grandiose names
   suggest, these "schools" present an image of
   being well-established, shadow institutions
   of large universities. However, what I find
   most appealing about these projects (including
   colourschool) is that they attempt
   to catalyze a set of collaborative learning experiences
   within a forum, a.k.a. the school,
   which they are ostensibly not.

While participatory art flourishes in Europe and parts of North America--particularly in California--there 
remains some resistance in Vancouver, even though the city has provided the foundation for such projects 
historically, having been a significant site for Fluxus activity. However, Podesva is not alone in her practice: 
there are other Vancouver-based artists making participatory work, including Heidi Nagtegaal, Ron Tran, 
Michael Drebert, Germaine Koh and the artist collectives Norma and Instant Coffee. What unifies their 
practices is a desire to make art about social processes and participation; their work is not confined to the art 
object. Reaching for the top, Kristina Lee Podesva is using colourschool and her other projects to re-introduce 
Vancouver's art community to participatory practices, and venturing into the territory of new-genre public art.

(1) Here I am referring to David Bachelor's argument in Chromophobia (London: Reaktion Books, 2000), 22.

(2) Alain Borer, "A Lament for Joseph Beuys," The Essential Joseph Beuys, ed. Lothar Schirmer (Cambridge, 



MA: MIT Press, 1997), 14,

(3) For Bourriaud, relational art is "a set of artistic practices which take as their theoretical and practical point of 
departure the whole of human relations and their social context, rather than an independent and private 
space." (Relational Aesthetics [Dijon: Les presses du reel, 2002]) Bishop observes that these practices tend to 
involve hybrid installations where the audience is invited to engage in some form of activity that defines a space 
reserved for relating socially.

(4) J. Billing, M. Lind and L. Nilsson, Eds. Taking the matter into common hands: on contemporary art and 
collaborative practices (London: Black Dog, 2007), 25.
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